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Email:   info@beaconbooks.net

Website:  www.beaconbooks.net

BEACON BOOKS
WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF

Beacon Books began its journey in November of  2013. 

Our first book was written by the world renowned scholar 
Dr Gibril Fouad Haddad on the Encyclopedia of  Hadith 
Forgeries and since then we have steadily grown to publish 
books in a wide range of  genres from Quranic Studies, 
biographies and children’s books.

We have exciting plans to start a number of  series 
including classic and original new poetry as well 
as an academic series. But first we introduce the 
exciting and edifying Sohbat Series - a collection 
of  books exploring the experiences of  a disciple in 
the presence of  their master. We also explore the 
mysteries and wonder of  the Middle East with the 
first three novels as part of  our much-anticipated 
Marmaduke Pickthall Collection. 

TRADE DISCOUNT AND CREDIT 
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST!
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A comparative translation and survey 
of  the the most important Māturīdī 
authorities and their doctrinal textbooks.

RELEASE
February 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-72-0 / £14.95

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-73-7 / £19.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-74-4 / £12.95

”“...This work can serve both as an in-
troductory synopsis of  the great themes 
of  Māturīdism and as a tool for the 
study of  the school’s theology... 

Lebanese-born Islamic scholar, hadith expert, author and translator of  classical Islamic 
texts, Gibril Fouad Haddad was featured in the inaugural list of  500 Most influential 
Muslims and has been called “one of  the clearest voices of  traditional Islam in the West”.
A staunch defender of  the traditional Islamic schools of  law, he holds ijazas from over 150 
scholars across the Muslim world and was a visiting fellow (2013-2015) then senior 
assistant professor (2015-2018) at the Sultan Omar Ali Saifuddin Center for Islamic 
Studies, University Brunei Darussalam, where he lives.

Gibril Fouad Haddad

The Maturidi School: From Abu Hanifa
to Al-Kawthari

The doctrinal creed of  the largest denomination of  Muslims that came 
to be known as ‘The Adherents to the Sunna and the Congregation’ 
found staunch defenders in the school of  Abū Mans ̣ūr al-Māturīdī (d. 
333/945), who codified the theology of  ‘the Greatest Leader’ (al-imām
al-aʿẓam) Abū Ḥanīfa.

This work is a comparative translation and survey of  the bullet points 
of  the most important Māturīdī authorities and their doctrinal text-
books with a bio-bibliography of  Māturīdī scholarship in descending 
order of  antiquity. 

It highlights their resolutions (taqrīrāt) as the defining parameters of  
Sunnism and can serve both as an introductory synopsis of  the great 
themes of  Maturidism and as a tool for the study of  the school’s 
theology from its early founders to our time.
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“ I have one last request. 
Why don’t you write a small book 

about our Sufi order and your 
experiences in it? 

Write that small book, I ask of  you.
Pir Rasheed Kaleemi to Scott Siraj Al-Haqq Kugle

a year before the Sufi master’s death”

A record of  the intimate conversations, 
mystical teachings and spiritual practices 

shared between an Indian Sufi master 
and his American disciple.

RELEASE
January 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-66-9 / £14.95

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-67-6 / £19.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-68-3 / £12.95

“Wherever it may be, the candle burns, and in burning it gives others 
light. That is the way you must be.” When the soul burns with love, 

the ego softens like wax and dissolves, and others benefit by the light 
it transmits. So taught Pir Rasheed Kaleemi, a Sufi master who lived in 

Hyderabad, India. The Merciful Door narrates what his American 
disciple learned from him over a decade of  living in India and 

translating his teachings into practice in America.

A year before he died, Pir Rasheed said to the author, “I have one last 
request. Why don’t you write a small book about our Sufi order and 
your experiences in it? ...Write that small book, I ask of  you.” This 

book reveals teachings of  the Kaleemi Order, which combines Chishti 
and Qadiri initiations, with ancient roots in Arabia and India and 

modern global branches.

This book records the intimate conversations, mystical teachings, 
spiritual practices, and Qawwali songs that they shared. How is the 

soul related to the spirit? What is the body and how do we discover its 
hidden treasures? What is the eternal sound and how do we listen of  it 

in music and in nature? How can we navigate interpersonal 
challenges gender difference, sexual desire, political conflict and 

religious fundamentalism? The Sufi teachers offers his disciple insights 
from the Quran, the Prophet Muhammad’s example, and the rich 

depths of  Sufi poetry in Persian and Urdu to illuminate these questions 
and offer guidance.

Scott Kugle serves as Professor in the Department of  Middle Eastern and South Asian 
Studies at Emory University in Atlanta, USA. His fields of  expertise include Sufism, 

Islamic society in South Asia, and issues of  gender and sexuality. He is the author of  seven 
books, including Sufis and Saint’s Bodies: Corporeality and Sacred Power in Islam, and 

When Sun Meets Moon: Eros, Ecstasy and Gender in Urdu Poetry and Sufi Meditation 
and Contemplation. He conducts research in India and Pakistan, and his research languages 

are Arabic, Urdu, and Persian. 

Scott Siraj Al-Haqq Kugle
The Merciful Door
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A reflection on encounters with Sheikh 
Abdullah Sirr-Dan al-Jamal written 
from the testimony of  his own pupil.

RELEASE
January 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-69-0 / £14.95

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-70-6 / £19.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-71-3 / £12.95

“A direct experience derived from 
feeling the love of  God in 
practical terms through the pursuit of  
the spiritual science imparted by the 
master as knowledge of  his energy and
emulation of  his actions and mode of  
life.
Sheikh Abdullah Sirr-Dan al-Jamal 
on the goal of  mystical training ”

‘The whole of  life is on a journey. Humankind has the opportunity to 
complete that journey.’

Sufis are the mystics of  Islam, and the living tradition of  Sufism is 
concerned with transmitting the knowledge of  the eternal reality of  the 
universe. Sheikh Abdullah Sirr-Dan al-Jamal, who taught in London in 
the late 20th century, was almost unique among Sufis in being a 
Westerner who guided Western followers.

Written from his pupils’ own testimony, The School of  Celestial Fire 
not only presents something of  his teaching as it was experienced by 
those who lived, and hopefully learned, in his company. It also 
incorporates rare material by Sheikh Abdullah himself  which indicates 
the vastness of  the Sufi spiritual heritage – the inner jewel of  Islam.

The Sheikh makes plain that the goal of  mystical training is not 
personal power. Rather it is, in his words, ‘a direct experience derived 
from feeling the love of  God in practical terms through the pursuit of  
the spiritual science imparted by the master as knowledge of  his energy 
and emulation of  his actions and mode of  life’. 

Such is the process described in this book.

John Lindsay was born in London in 1952 and educated in England. For many years he 
earned his living as an editor and writer in publishing and newspaper journalism in London 
and Australia. He met Sheikh Abdullah Sirr-Dan al-Jamal in 1977 and remained his 
pupil until the Sheikh’s passing in 2000. He began work on The School of  Celestial Fire 
in 2013. 
He comments: ‘The actions and words of  the great Sufis have often been recorded by their 
pupils. Those who read such records, even centuries later, may find themselves touched in a 
profound and personal way. This book attempts to create the same opportunity for those who, 
through its pages, become acquainted with Sheikh Abdullah.’

John Lindsay
The School of  Celestial Fire
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“

Paul Sutherland, a British-Canadian poet and writer, arrived in the UK in 1973. 
He accepted Islam in 2004 and became a follower of  the Sufi master, Shaykh Nazim 

al-Haqqani. He has an MA in English Literature from the University of  York and has 
had eight collections of  his poetry published.

A fascinating work detailing 
encounters with the late 

Naqhshbandi spiritual master Shaykh 
Nazim al Haqqani.

RELEASE
January 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-63-8 / £14.95

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-64-5 / £19.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-65-2 / £12.95

”
Sutherland brings us sweet lemons 

from an unknown Cyprus, 
which startle us into recalling the 

world’s vibrant holiness. 
Shaykh Abdal Hakim Murad

Servant of  the Loving One is inspired by the landscape and beauty of  
North Cyprus and a meeting and relationship with a very special man, 
Shaykh Nazim al Haqqani, to whom the book is dedicated. 

Paul Abdul Wudud Sutherland is a weather-beaten old soul who came 
to Islam in 2004 and his book, which is a compelling read, is imbued in 
an indelible love and longing for his Shaykh who passed away in May 
2014, for his loved ones and ultimately for the divine.

This fascinating work, which is comprised of  poetry and prose, reveals 
Sutherland’s subtle encounters with his Shaykh, the late Naqhshbandi 
spiritual master, may Allah bless him. There are also accounts of  
memorable meetings with imams in Cyprus, visitations of  the tombs of  
Sufi saints and even powerful love poetry to the poet’s own wife.

Paul Abdul Wudud Sutherland
Servant of  the Loving One
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“ ”
The books are designed to be
taught in a classroom setting 
but can easily be used as 
a self  study manual.

Based on Dalīl al-ṭālib of  Marʿī 
b. Yūsuf, widely acknowledged and 
currently taught in numerous Islamic 
institutes across the Arab world.

RELEASE
June 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-29-4 / £19.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-30-0 / £14.95

Beacon Books new Coursebook Series aims to provide resources to 
enable the study of  traditional texts and topics in a structured and 
systematic way. The books are designed to be taught in a classroom 
setting but can easily be used as a self  study manual. 

The Student’s Guide to Worship According to Ḥanbali Fiqh is based 
on Dalīl al-ṭālib (The Student’s Handbook) of  Marʿī b. Yūsuf  (d. 
1033/1623). The manual’s reception is widely acknowledged and is 
currently taught in numerous Islamic institutes across the Arab world.

Some of  the units covered in the coursebook include:

• Chronology of  the Ḥanbalī school
• Principles of  Aḥmad b. Ḥanbal’s law
• The Five Legal Rulings
• Determining the official opinions of  the Ḥanbalī school
• Purification
• Ritual Prayer
• Funeral
• Obligatory Charity
• Fasting
• Devotional Seclusion
• Pilgrimage

Jewel Jalil did his opening Arabic and Islamic Studies in England and Yemen. 
He read part of  his BA in Islamic Studies at Al-Jami’a Al-Wataniyya, Sana’a, and his 
MA at SOAS, University of  London. 
Currently he is reading his PhD in Arab and Islamic Studies at the University of  Exeter. 

Mar’i B. Yusuf  Al-Karmi Al-Hanbali & Jewel Jalil

The Student’s Guide to Worship
According to Hanbali Fiqh
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“Muslim South Asian kitchens are the 
engines of  an entire culture. 

The alchemy that takes place within 
them affects nations and economies”

This delectable anthology of  food literature explores the histories and 
cultures of  Muslim South Asia and diaspora through fiction and life 

writing essays. Contributors include Nadeem Aslam, Tabish Khair, 
Annie Zaidi, Sarvat Hasin, Rosie Dastgir, Uzma Aslam Khan, Farahad 

Zama and others.

The kitchen is often the heart of  South Asian homes. Muslim South 
Asian kitchens, in particular, are the engines of  an entire culture. The 
alchemy that takes place within them affects nations and economies, 

politics and history, and of  course human relationships. There is proof  
of  it in Dastarkhwan, Claire Chambers’s anthology of  essays, stories 

and recipes supplied by some of  the region’s most well-loved writers, 
historians and chefs.

An unexpected revelation awaits Nadeem Aslam in a London restaurant 
as he yearns for a special delicacy from Pakistan. Kaiser Haq takes us 
from the foods of  his rural Bangladeshi to the Dhaka street food of  

2020. Meanwhile Indian masterchef  Sadaf  Hussain recounts how the 
samosa came to be paired with chai, and of  his own newly discovered 

love for the beverage. Sanam Maher uncovers the fascinating history 
of  the burger’s arrival in Pakistani restaurants.Uzma Aslam Khan tells 

the tale of  a young time-travelling daughter mourning the death of  her 
confectioner father. And Gulla puts his heart into making the perfect 

Kashmir inadroo yakhni but is taken aback by a hairy surprise in Asiya 
Zahoor’s story ‘The Hairy Curry’.

A multitude of  flavours blend with love, joy, grief, regret and nostalgia 
in this book which is not only a beautiful collection of  food writing, 

but also a rich helping of  the histories and cultures of  Muslim South 
Asia and its diasporas.

A delectable anthology of  food writing 
exploring the histories and cultures of  

Muslim South Asia.

RELEASE
February 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-60-7 / £14.95

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-61-4 / £19.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-62-1 / £12.95

Claire Chambers is Professor of  Global Literature at the University of  York,
where she teaches literature from South Asia, the Arab world, and their

diasporas. She is the author of  British Muslim Fictions (2011), Britain Through
Muslim Eyes (2015) and Making Sense of  Contemporary British Muslim Novels (2019). 

She has also published a collection of  her essays entitled Rivers of  Ink (2017). 
Finally, she co-edited (with Caroline Herbert) Imagining Muslims in South Asia and the 

Diaspora (2015) and (with Nafhesa Ali and Richard Phillips) A Match Made in 
Heaven: British Muslim Women Write About Love and Desire (2020). 

Claire is Editor-in-Chief  (with Rachael Gilmour) of  the Journal of  Commonwealth 
Literature and is a Fellow of  the Royal Society of  Arts.

Claire Chambers

Dastarkhwan: 
Food Writing from Muslim South Asia
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The inequalities created by the 
individualism of  the North and West 
can be solved by integrating lessons 
from the Ubuntu of  the South which 
recognises that each individual’s 
humanity and welfare is ideally 
expressed in relationship to that of  
others.

The second volume of  Insights in 
Semiotic Economics, a new series 
exploring alternative economic models in 
the neoliberal age.

RELEASE
April 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-43-0 / £24.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-44-7 / £19.95

Ronnie Lessem is Professor of  Management at Da Vinci Institute in South Africa, and a 
Co-founder of  Trans4m Communiversity Associates, London.
Anselm Adodo is the founder and director of  Pax Herbals, Nigeria’s foremost herbal 
research institute. He is a Senior Fellow at Trans4m centre for Integral Development, 
France.

Lessem and Adodo’s work in this book is a valuable contribution to the 
sustainable balanced future of  our world. The serious inequalities 
created by the individualism of  the North and West can be solved by 
picking and integrating lessons from the Ubuntu (brotherhood) of  the 
South which recognises that each individual’s humanity and welfare is 
ideally expressed in relationship to that of  others. A person therefore 
depends on other people to be a person. 

In their work, Adodo and Lessem, emphasize the need to consciously 
and actively recognise that communities, organisations and societies 
grow and evolve interdependently thereby releasing their GENE-ius.

What is this GENE-ius? The Gene-ius approach, as they articulate it, 
necessitates the need to be locally Grounded whilst Emerging both 
locally and globally so as to newly globally Navigate and ultimately 
globally-locally Effect both the local and global environment in a 
sustainable way. Lessem in theory, and Adodo via Pax Herbals in 
Nigeria, also with Abouleish citing the renowned case of  the Sekem 
Group restoring the Earth in Egypt, in practice, remind us that 
complementarism and integration are fundamental aspects to holistic 
living, as the best aspects of  the different worlds are integrated without 
the loss of  the local grounding of  each world.

Ronnie Lessem & Anselm Adodo

Afrikology: Deconstructing and 
Reconstructing Knowledge 
Out Of  Africa
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A practical guide to leading a spiritually 
fulfilling life.

RELEASE
January 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-52-2 / £12.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-53-9 / £9.95

“
”

This brilliant body of  work 
gives detailed advice on 

living a joyful life 
as a Muslim woman 

in modern times.
The Muslim Write

Sidra Ansari is a teacher and freelance writer. She was shortlisted for the AsianWriter 
Short Story Prize and was chosen to take part in the Penguin WriteNow Mentoring 

Program 2018. She volunteers for Mud Season Review, where she reads and offers feedback 
to Creative Non Fiction writers. She lives in the West Midlands with her husband of  fifteen 

years and five children. 

Let Sidra Ansari help you find peace through prayer and love!

Contrary to what you might believe, nobody has an easy life. A good 
life is made through sacrifices, strength and determination. But what 
happens when life still doesn’t go to plan? 

In this book, Sidra shows you how to use the following formula to find 
inner peace:

Faith + Acceptance + Patience = Contentment + Love + Gratitude

This is a book that explores identity, relationships, self-care and much 
more. In a warm, conversational tone, Sidra shares a resounding 
message: To trust in Allah because you are always being looked after. 

Her practical tips on how to nurture your mental, spiritual and physical 
health ensure that soon, you too, will have the skills to enjoy the jour-
ney of  life.

Sidra Ansari
Finding Peace Through Prayer and Love
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In an easily digestable way, therapist 
and spiritual speaker Lilly S. Mohsen 
teaches readers how to heal themselves 
and unlock the door to their hearts.

RELEASE
May 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-75-1 / £12.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-76-8 / £9.95

”
‘Live Your Story’ is more than just 
a self-help book, it’s the gateway to 
‘un-numbing’ your emotions and 
unlocking the door to your heart. “

Do You Have A Secret From Yourself ? 

In an attempt to avoid pain and heartache, we unconsciously run away 
from our lives, hoping to shield ourselves from more suffering and 
disappointments. 

‘Live Your Story’ is more than just a self-help book, it’s the gateway to 
‘un-numbing’ your emotions and unlocking the door to your heart. 

From singlehood to parenthood, it mirrors the stages of  your life and 
from friendships to relationships and hardships, it travels on board the 
ships of  your journey, giving voices to the feelings you’ve been 
silencing for so long.

You’ll see yourself  in this book. 

You’ll experience the process of  healing and learn how to become the 
person you were meant to be. It’s the only manual you need to stop 
watching and start living your own story.

Lilly Mohsen is an author, therapist and spiritual speaker. She’s currently pursuing a 
Diploma in Islamic Psychology and is a contributing writer to a number of  educational and 
inspirational blogs.

Lilly S. Mohsen
Live Your Story
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Maude Murray was born in America in 1939. She studied at Harvard University where 
her interest in spiritual traditions first began, leading to her conversion to Islam. 

She went on to be initiated in the Sufi Order of  the Perennialist philosopher, Frithjof  
Schuon, and became his third wife. She has led an illustrious life, through her travels to 
different cultures and her association with prominent intellectuals of  the 20th century.

“ ”
It is only when she delves deeper into 
the heart of  the Sufi Order, quickly 
becoming the third wife of  Schuon, 

that things begin to unravel.

An extraordinary memoir reflecting on 
life inside one of  the most influential 
and controversial Sufi orders of  the 

20th century.

RELEASE
January 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-57-7 / £18.95

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-58-4 / £24.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-59-1 / £14.95

September, 1956. Maude Murray is an ordinary student settling into 
Harvard University — until a fateful encounter with a brilliant, young 
Muslim professor, Seyyed Hossein Nasr, talking about God. This 
chance meeting thrusts her into the world of  an ‘unsurpassable spiritual 
master’: none other than the Muslim Shaykh and philosopher, Frithjof  
Schuon. It is only when she delves deeper into the heart of  the Sufi 
Order, quickly becoming the third wife of  Schuon, that things begin to 
unravel.

Murray charts the rise and fall of  the Order linked to some of  the 
finest Muslim intellectuals, like Titus Burckhardt, Martin Lings and 
Huston Smith, who stood by their master. The author delights readers 
with her exact, often humorous, observations of  human life across 
different cultures, and provides powerful insights into her spiritual life, 
ending in her discovering the Truth she has been searching for lifelong.

Murray’s memoir will hold particular interest for those acquainted with 
esoteric traditions, but even for the general reader, Third Wife promises 
to both edify and enthral.

Maude Murray

Third Wife of  the Muslim Shaykh 
Frithjof  Schuon - My Lifelong 

Search for Truth
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A biographical and critical study of  
North African mystic Sidi Ahmad 
Zarruq.

RELEASE
June 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-77-5 / £14.95

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-78-2 / £19.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-79-9 / £12.95“

”
As well as a catalogue of  his 
complete works, The Life and Works 
of  Sidi Ahmad Zarruq traces the 
order founded by Zarruq and its 
relation to the Shahdhiliyah. 

Ahmad Zarruq (1442-1493) is one of  the most accomplished 
Islamic scholars in the Maliki School, who scrupulously upheld 
orthodox jurisprudence in Sufi practice. As a jurist, intellectual and 
founder of  a Sufi Order (Zarruqiyah), his ideas had widespread impact 
in the 15th century, and continue to be highly influential in the modern 
day. He was the first scholar to be given the honorific title ‘Muhtasib 
al-‘ulama’ wa al-awliya’ “Regulator of  the Scholars and Saints”.

The Life and Works of  Sidi Ahmad Zarruq explores the historical and 
social context of  Zarruq’s native city, Fez, where he was educated in the 
Islamic tradition and first encountered Sufism. As well as a catalogue of  
his complete works, the book traces the order founded by Zarruq and 
its relation to the Shahdhiliyah. 

It examines the principal Sufi ideas Zarruq interpreted in light of  Sunni 
Islam, in both theory and in practice, and his well-known criticism of  
how Sufism was being practised in his era.

Ali F. Khushaim was Professor of  Islamic Philosophy at the University of  Tripoli’s Faculty 
of  Education in Libya. He completed his PhD at Durham University with a thesis titled 
‘Ahmad Zarruq: His Life and Works’ on which this book is based.

The Life and Works of  
Sidi Ahmad Zarruq
Ali F. Khushaim
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Pickthall’s best-known novel featuring 
his best-loved character: Said, an incor-

rigible rogue.

RELEASE
February-March 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-07-2 / £9.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-08-9 / £7.95

”
Saïd is an amoral rogue, a hypocrite, 

capable of  extremes of  cruelty 
and callousness.“

Saïd the Fisherman is Pickthall’s best-known novel and deservedly so.
Saïd the Fisherman received immediate critical acclaim. Oriental scholars like

Edward Browne, Stanley Lane-Poole and D.S. Margoliouth saw it as a
masterpiece. Lord Cromer became a fan. H.G. Wells, Arnold Bennett and 

James Barrie were enthusiastic when it was published and as late as 1928 D.H.
Lawrence wrote a warm article on the book in Adelphi.

Saïd, the central character of  the novel, is by profession a fisherman, by nature 
a scamp. When we first meet him he is about twenty- three years of  age, has 

been married to Hasneh for seven years, is childless and practises his trade on 
the Palestine coast near Haifa. He gives up fishing and sets off  for Damascus,

abandoning his wife on the way.

To all whom he meets he lies and poses in order to defraud and to escape
disaster. He reaches Damascus and there lives a hand-to-mouth existence.

Saïd is an amoral rogue, a hypocrite, capable of  extremes of  cruelty and
callousness. He is vain, covetous, deceitful, faithless and engaging. There is a

Falstaffian irrepressibility about him. We are seduced into accepting behaviour
and attitudes that are morally unacceptable. Saïd is most outrageous when he is
poor. Prosperity permits him to pose as a pious Damascus notable and makes
him less interesting. In Saïd, Pickthall has created an unforgettable personality.

Marmaduke Pickthall (1875-1936) was a Muslim scholar and novelist, best known for his 
English translation of  the Quran. His fiction was highly acclaimed by his contemporaries, 

although largely overshadowed today by his other works and achievements. 
He was one among other prominent British converts to Islam in the 19th century.

Marmaduke Pickthall
Said The Fisherman
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A sympathetic but honest portrayal 
of  the position of  women in Muslim 
societies.

RELEASE
February-March 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-09-6 / £9.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-10-2 / £7.95

“ ”
The only contemporary English 
novelist who understands 
the Nearer East.
E.M. Forster

Veiled Women is perhaps Pickthall’s most ambitious novel. In it he is
explaining, describing and justifying harìm life. It is the story of  an 
English orphan, Mary Smith, who goes to Cairo in the 1860s to be the 
governess of  the prosperous Turco-Egyptian family of  Muhammad 
Pasha Salih. She and the Pasha’s son, Yusuf, fall in love. She becomes a 
Muslim and they marry.

The central theme of  the novel is the pace of  life in the harìm and the 
position of  women in Muslim societies. Men in Egypt, Pickthall shows, 
have a political and economic monopoly of  power in public. In the 
home this monopoly is circumscribed by the force of  personality of  
women and by property rights safeguarded in the marriage contract. 
The wife has legitimate recourse to Islamic law: a law, however, which is 
codified and interpreted by men. Pickthall describes all this sympatheti-
cally but he does not turn away from injustices that arise from subordi-
nation. 

The position of  women in Islamic countries was much criticized by 
westerners. It still is. Pickthall does not whitewash. He justifies the 
standing of  women on liberal Islamic grounds.

Veiled Women is a piece of  anthropological observation, It does not 
aim to convince, but to explain, and, like his other Middle East novels, 
sheds light on practices and attitudes that are nowhere else so articu-
lately recorded.

Marmaduke Pickthall (1875-1936) was a Muslim scholar and novelist, best known for his 
English translation of  the Quran. His fiction was highly acclaimed by his contemporaries, 
although largely overshadowed today by his other works and achievements. 
He was one among other prominent British converts to Islam in the 19th century.

Marmaduke Pickthall
Veiled Women
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A fictionalised account of  Pickthall’s 
adventures and experiences in Syria.

RELEASE
February-March 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-05-8 / £9.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-06-5 / £7.95

“ ”
He does not sentimentalize about 

the East, he is a part of  it, 
and only incidentally does his 

passionate love shine out.
E.M. Forster

Oriental Encounters, subtitled ‘Palestine and Syria (1894–6)’, is the best 
introduction to Pickthall’s work. The book is a fictionalised account of  
his adventures and experiences, with some of  the tales he heard during 

his travels in Syria.

The three hundred pages of  the first edition contain about twenty 
separate incidents, generally unrelated one to the other, but all 

disclosing Pickthall‘s first encounters with the Middle East, and how 
he slowly discards his own European perspective, thanks to his two 

remarkable companions, Rashid and Suleyman.

During his travels Pickthall often wore local dress. This at once 
created a distance between him and other Englishmen. Pickthall 

describes trying to explain in English a point of  custom to a strange 
English tourist by saying: ““What! Are you English?” was his only 
answer, as he scanned my semi-native garb with pity and disgust.”

Pickthall’s memories tell us much of  the provincial Syria in the 1890s. 
The government is to be avoided or its agents propitiated. Oriental 

Encounters is high-spirited and also funny. His Europeans and 
Americans in Palestine are nearly all bizarre, not least one American 

admiral, on shore for two days only, who asked only one thing: to be 
shown the tree on which Judas Iscariot had hanged himself, in order 

that he might defile it in a natural manner and so attest his faith.
Indeed, the joyfulness of  the book is, paradoxically, an outcome of  

depression and anguish. 

Pickthall gained from the catharsis. And so do his readers.

Marmaduke Pickthall (1875-1936) was a Muslim scholar and novelist, best known for his 
English translation of  the Quran. His fiction was highly acclaimed by his contemporaries, 

although largely overshadowed today by his other works and achievements. 
He was one among other prominent British converts to Islam in the 19th century.

Marmaduke Pickthall
Oriental Encounters
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“
”

When the woman is interviewed in 
hospital she responds in a language 
nobody can understand or even 
recognise. Then she vanishes.

The discovery of  a woman, unconscious in a boat on London’s River 
Thames, launches Detective Inspector Nicole Parry into an 
investigation that everyone else, including the CIA and MI6, want 
buried. When the woman is interviewed in hospital she responds in a 
language nobody can understand or even recognise. Then she vanishes.

Against the orders of  her superiors and in the face of  deadly 
opposition from the security forces of  Britain and the USA, and hunted 
by the Russian mafia, Nicole, suspended from duty, begins an 
investigation that takes her from London to Helsinki, into the wilds of  
Finland and eventually plunges her into the murky world of  
contemporary Russian politics.

Teaming up with taciturn Finnish Security Intelligence Officer, Pentti 
Toivonen, Nicole risks death and disgrace in order to stop a plot that is 
intended to unseat governments and unleash extremist forces.

Along the way the only clues appear to come from the ancient Finnish 
epic poem The Kalevala, and hinge on the theft of  a mythical object – 
the Sampo.

Sandy McCutcheon is an author, playwright, actor, broadcaster and journalist. He has 
written twenty plays and a number of  novels, including Black Widow (2006) which won the 
Christina Stead Award for Literature, and The Magician’s Son (2005), an 
autobiographical work on the true nature of  his ancestry. In 2018, Beacon Books published 
his novel Through the Peacock Gate. He currently resides in Morocco and has a large 
following on his website ‘The View from Fez’ which he runs with his wife, the 
photojournalist Suzanna Clarke.

Weaving ancient folklore with 
contemporary events, Dead North is 
a literary thriller in the Nordic Noir 
genre.

RELEASE
February 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-80-5 / £9.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-81-2 / £7.95

Sandy McCutcheon
Dead North
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”
It engraves moral values and beliefs in 
the mind of  the youth - exactly what 

every Muslim family needs.“

‘I Am Joseph’ is a novel based on the true-life events of  Prophet 
Joseph (Yusuf). An Islamic historical story disguised as a work of  

fiction, it engraves moral values and beliefs in the mind of  the youth - 
exactly what every Muslim family needs. 

‘I Am Joseph’ finally gives middle and high school students an Islamic 
hero for their literature studies to strengthen their knowledge and 

identities as Muslims. Portraying a whole chapter from the Holy Qur’an 
in a modern setting that attracts the youth of  today.

Surah Yusuf  is the only chapter in the Qur’an that says; 

“We relate to you (O Muhammad) the best of  stories 
in what We have revealed to you of  this Qur’an…”

(12:3 Holy Qur’an).

Yes, there are many books and novels out there, but the 
“Best of  Stories” had been missing. 

But now here it is.

Inspired by the Qur’anic narration 
of  Prophet Joseph (Yusuf), this book 
provides an Islamic hero and a moral 

compass to the youth.

RELEASE
June 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-82-9 / £9.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-83-6 / £7.95

Lilly Mohsen is an author, therapist and spiritual speaker. She’s currently pursuing a 
Diploma in Islamic Psychology and is a contributing writer to a number of  educational and 

inspirational blogs.

Lilly S. Mohsen
I Am Joseph
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”
It doesn’t matter where 
we are from... we all 
sleep under the same moon.
The Girl Who Slept Under The Moon“

Follow Noor as she struggles to find her 
place in her new school in a different 
country.

RELEASE
January 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-55-3 / £7.95

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-84-3 / £12.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-56-0 / £7.95

Shereen Malherbe is a British Palestinian writer. 
Her debut novel, Jasmine Falling, was voted one of  the top 20 best books by Muslim women 
(Goodreads). The Tower, a contemporary fiction novel, was published by Beacon Books in 
2019.

The Girl Who Slept Under the Moon follows the story of  Noor, who 
arrives in a new country and feels like she doesn’t belong in her new 
school. 

To feel better, Noor takes comfort in the things that remain the same 
and decides to stick to them. The most important thing to Noor is to 
stick to her prayers, but at school she has a problem.

The only place to pray is a storage cupboard! 

But Noor is not alone. Another girl also can’t find her place in the 
playground. 

This is a story of  journeys that take you to different places, of  
discovering where you belong and the importance of  sharing stories.

Shereen Malherbe
The Girl Who Slept Under The Moon
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We repair what is broken, 
we reuse what is whole, 

and we share what 
the earth gives us.

Allah Loves Our Planet

Wherever we look there are colourful, beautiful gifts of  nature all over 
our planet. 

From the trees and bees, to the sunshine and seeds, through the ocean 
waves and over corn fields - it’s all magnificent and useful!

But there’s a problem when these gifts are wasted or spoilt. 

Our planet needs looking after and we can all do something every day 
to look after it!

Allah Loves Our Planet brings children 
a Muslim perspective about valuing the 
earth’s resources and being responsible 

for the environment.

RELEASE
April 2021

PAPERBACK
978-1-912356-85-0 / £7.95

HARDBACK
978-1-912356-86-7 / £12.95

E-BOOK
978-1-912356-87-4 / £7.95

Suma Din is an author and freelance researcher based in Buckinghamshire, England. 
Her children’s titles combine Global Citizenship and faith through non-fiction books and 
classroom resources. She taught in the supplementary and adult education sector for many 

years and has published titles for adults. 
Suma is married with three children and lives with her pet fascination for bodies of  water 

and recreational painting.
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Suma Din

Allah Loves Our Planet: A Little Muslim’s 
Look at Loving and Caring for the Earth
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For more information on 
Beacon Books and our publications 

visit our webiste on:
www.beaconbooks.net

07907 299 500         info@beaconbooks.net


